87 chevy tbi wiring diagram

There are many others that will do the same thing but the is most well known and documented
and will be the basis for this article. Same can be accomplished with any TBI system from mid s
to and all information here will lead you to the right choice! Best thing to do is go to junkyard
and find a motor similar size as yours and get the complete system and parts. As you read
through there will be links to more detailed information including all the wiring diagrams needed
to make your own harness or rework one from a donor vehicle. For this one we are doing a
ECM, you can get all the wiring diagrams and files for it here: TBI system components: 1. Has a
number like is used here. Inside is the chip. On the chip is the bin file which is the program for
running that engine. We will have another page for programming equipment, software and
accessories needed for changing bin files on chips and another on Tuning! Coming soon! The
injectors are different sizes. The is larger with close to 2 inch bores. It is recommended a TBI
from about the same size engine to be used in your conversion or larger for high performance
built engines. TBI Wiring Harness. Wire harness can be pulled from the factory car and
reworked for a conversion. There are also aftermarket options to buy one new already made.
Here's an idea of what one looks like when pulled. Here's the harness you need and the pile of
stuff removed. More Detailed wiring information at this link: You could pull from donor but a
new one is cheap. The universals just splice onto the wire from the harness. For headers It is
recommend a 3 wire heated sensor mounted in collector behind the header, not in the header.
They have a built in heater to keep the sensor hot when it is mounted down in the collector. Fuel
pumps Lots of choices! You have a choice to modify your tank for an in tank pump or mount
one external to the tank. Other part numbers for inline tanks are: E, E and E You can also do an
in tank pump The way most new cars come from factory. There are many ways to do this. Here
is a link to a write up using one of the best factory in tank pumps available at junk yard for
cheap. Parts are easy to come by at any parts store. Greg aka greags78cam did an excellent
article on how to do this here: If your converting a GM engine you can probably just buy one
and drop it in. This distributor can also be made for any engine by grafting a GM upper onto any
make motor lower half of distributor by a machine shop. Here's a write up on how and reference
to a shop that has been doing these for 10 years. For the fuel only conversion you will retain
your stock distributor but will need a special filter to run between your ignition and the
computer. Except no one sells them anymore and when they did you could do a ignition
conversion to have fuel and spark control by ECM for same money. This senses the change in
manifold pressure. You can modify the plate and remount it on the manifold or make a plate and
mount it on the firewall. This sends the signal from the Knock sensor to the ECM to reduce the
timing if it hears a knock. Jags that Run JTR sell an aftermarket VSS that screws right into
speedometer cable Good for smooth deceleration and also for cruise control input on later
systems. Can be made to run without one but much better with! Many transmissions also have a
VSS built into them. Some cars and trucks with electronic carburetors have a VSS built into
speedometer in dash board. EGR-exhaust gas re circulation solenoid. If you need to run
emissions. Can use others if you want. Used on some engines to measure air temperature in
intake manifold. Used on some engines to measure air temperature on air coming into throttle
body. These pages will always be updated with new information! For more information check
out links to forums. BCC Find. TBI Conversion. TBI Wiring. Chip Programming. EFI Dictionary.
Fuel Injection Forum. TunerPro Talk. EFI Write ups. Inside is the chip On the chip is the bin file
which is the program for running that engine. Must be mounted in flowing coolant near
thermostat. Fuel pump relay From donor vehicle with the harness. Power relay can use same as
above or many options. Adapter plate for the TBI you can make one or buy one. Spread bore
Square bore 2 barrel- Holley First you need to go to junk yard and pull the engine EFI harness or
complete system if you can. There will be a lot of extra things, don't worry about them now grab
it all as whole as you can. Couple things under dashboard are going to be near impossible and
get all of, one is wire to VSS sensor if it is in the speedometer. Another is wiring to ALDL port,
grab as much as you can and cut, we'll get it all connected later. One wire goes all the way to
fuyel tank for EFI fuel pump grab as much as you want. Pin by pin on the harness is listed below
but you should really have a set of diagrams. Lay the harness out on your work bench and have
each sensor plugged into the harness, then trace each wire back to the ECM connector, you will
be able to separate a lot of uneeded wires, consult wiring diagrams. Once you have each wire
identified and layed out, then you can set it up on the engine and start tailoring it to fit your
engine. Placement of the sensors will determine wire length. Most stock harnesses are plenty
long and only need to be shortened or wrapped and bundled. Use good wiring practices here,
crimp connectors are just going to fail someday, solder or use connector without plastic cover
and slightly crimp to hold wire in place but then solder. Solder and shrink wrap are permanent.
Basics to Conversion wiring: I run 2 relays. I use the basic 30 amp aux lighting relays from the
parts store. If the harness came with the factory fuel pump relay than I retain that relay. If not I

use the 2nd 30 amp relay for the fuel pump. Since it is only used to turn the relays on there is
less draw on the stock 30 year old scout wiring. I don't run the ign from the switch. Due to
voltage drop from the old IH wiring. I run all switched from the key "on" position 12vdc thru the
relay. If you use a bosch style relay here are the pins: There are several different versions of the
relay out there so look at the pin numbers before you buy one. Using factory relays like fuel
pump relays are cheap and easy Did you print them yet? Pin C is the ground wire. Pin D is your
12V from a fuse. This is normally tied to the org wires B1 and C It is the same that provides the
bat 12V to the ECM. Pin B is the output of the relay going to the Fuel Pump or any other load
you have connected to it. Now the pin letters may not be exactly the same as this diagram.
That's not important. If you follow the diagram here and the description and just match it up to
the diagram on your relay!!! If you look really close you can see they are labeled. There are also
numbers on the plug for each pin. Here's a list of the pins but they are also on the wiring
diagrams above. This is a ground to turn on the light. Can be tied with D1. Goes to engine
ground. A11 and A12 are also solder connected in ECM. Use them all as grounds or you risk
grounding issues. GM did not add these because they are not needed. Some guys make short
cuts, don't mess with perfection! B1- orn- 12v fused from battery. Use an inline fuse on this. It
also ties into C This one ties into several places, the fuel pump, the relay, and the ecm. When
the relay is on it sends 12v thru this wire to turn on the fuel pump, at the same time it tells the
ECM the fuel pump is on. There are ways to run without Knock Sensor circut but it is a good
option, can save your motor and great for tuning! If not used, tie this wire to C14 the 5v
reference. This will fool the system sometimes but you will need to program the chip to prevent
the SES light from coming on. B8- dk grn- AC signal. Just tie it to the wire going to the AC
clutch or on board air compressor or winch etc Manual trans does not have this wire. It adjust
the amount of air that is bypassed around the butterflies to adjust the idle speed. Goes to the
small terminal of the starter. Tells the ECM you are trying to start the engine. Hook to starter
wire that is hot only when key in crank position. C grn- inj B ground signal. D2- blk- Sensor
ground. To eng block or head. This is the wire that has a plug near the distr that you disconnect
to set your timing. D6- Tan- O2 ground to engine. These pages will always be updated with new
information! For more information check out links to forums. BCC Find. TBI Conversion. TBI
Wiring. Chip Programming. EFI Dictionary. Fuel Injection Forum. TunerPro Talk. EFI Write ups.
When it's all done and it's running go back and reinstall the plastic loom over all the harness.
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